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Community Building Work
(Please ask)
Handyperson (Minor Adaptations)

Galvanised Handrails

Grab Rails

Mopstick Stair Rail
Reinforced Ramps

- Our ramps are made to your specifications
- Come in a choice of colours
- Can be removed when no longer needed
Half Steps
Fencing

Before and After
Gardening

Small Gardening jobs undertaken

Before and After
Minor Landscaping
Painting

We can undertake small painting jobs for you.
Home Security

Visor Guard (prevents keys from being stolen)

Door Chain & Mirror
(enables clients to see who is at the door before opening it fully)

Locking Door Chain (allows relatives to access the property in case of emergency if the door chain has been left on)

Door Viewer (enable clients to see who is at the door before opening it fully)

Wireless Door intercom (buzzer is fitted to the front door to use a door bell, allows clients to talk to a visitor without opening the door)
Window Shock Alarm (small alarm that is stuck to window panes that will sound an alarm if smashed or attempted to be damaged)

Sash Jammer (fitted to windows & UPVC doors offering resistance to deter forced entry)

Safe T Bar (window restrictor, allows the window to be opened for ventilation but cannot be opened further externally by intruders)

Door Guard Bars (resists forced entry and increases security to weak panelled wooden doors)
**Keysafe**

We are normally asked to fit Keysafes to allow carers, relatives and friends to access the property of a client without multiple keys being cut.

Keysafes also prevent the door from being forced open by the emergency services should they need to gain access in case of emergency.

- Secure by design/police approved keysafe
- Requires a four/five digit code (optionally A&B can be included in the code) *(4195A or 4195)*
- Four /five digit code cannot repeat a number *(1195 will not work)*
- No electrics, cables or batteries required.

Padbolt & Padlock (fitted to gates & sheds)

Trellis (fitted to gates fences & garden walls to act as a deterrent for intruders to climb over)
**Letterbox fire prevention:**

- Mailsafe Bag
- Blanking plate & external letter box
- Mail Safe Boxes
Safe At Home

Standard Safety Gates *(for children under 24 months to reduce risk of falls)*

Bespoke Safety Gates made in our Workshop *(made to fit irregular sizes for specialist needs of all age children)*

Fireguard *(to reduce the risk of burns)*

Window Restrictor *(to reduce risk of falls)*
Bath Mat
*(to reduce slips/falls in the bath/shower)*

Cord winders
*(to shorten blind cords to reduce risk of strangulation)*

Cupboard Locks
*(fitted to bathroom & kitchen cupboard/drawers to reduce risk of poisoning, causing harm with knives etc.)*

Corner Cushion
*(to reduce the risk of “bumped” heads)*

Door Buffers *(to reduce the risk of trapped fingers)*

Plug Socket Covers
*(to reduce the risk of electric shocks)*
Energy Efficiency

Wrapped Up packs
Flat-Pack Furniture Assembly

We can assist in the construction of flat-pack home assembly furniture.
Other services

- Minor plumbing works – Leaks; bathroom fittings - replacement/installation of taps, showers; washing machine installation

- House Clearance & Disposal – furniture, Non-hazardous waste

- Home Safety Assessments :
  - Falls prevention
  - Security
  - Energy efficiency
  - Fire safety checks

- Provision of Safety / Security film for windows/doors

- PAT Testing of electrical equipment